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NEW TEAM MEMBERS

"The first week just flew in and I
gladly started the second. I am full
of excitement and pleasantly
surprised by the extremely friendly
team of professionals.
I'm grateful for this opportunity to
become part of the active team
and contribute to the 
company's goals."

Project  coordinator
Vaiva

To maintain and develop long-term
relationships with the clients, company
executives Jevgenijus, Vadimas and Olga
had a visit to Finland. 

Business
trip to

Finland
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UAB TWIN BOATS is a newly established
company, which executes the
production and delivery of houseboats
all over the world.
At the workshop in Klaipeda first
projects have been started.
The professional and enthusiastic team
plans to complete two prototypes by the
end of the summer, a self-propelled and
larger size houseboats. This technology
will guarantee coziness, comfort
and the ability to travel.
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PROJECTS

Manufacture
of houseboats
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PROJECTS

The goal, which has brought experienced
specialists, is a construction company UAB
"Globalita Projects". The first project is "Eketes
Vilos", a block of modern architecture, exclusive
residential houses near "Eketės" pond and
mound. The site is only 6 km away 
from Klaipeda.

The project is special not only for the area
surrounded by nature but also for the amenities
and entertainment, which will be waiting for the
future residents. The work is already underway.
One of the important elements of the
infrastructure, the paved road, already leads to the
"Eketes Vilos" site.

Construction
of an exclusive
houses.



PROJECTS
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19 UAB GLOBALITA technical insulation
professionals have participated in the recently
launched project at the oil refinery in Germany.
The additions to the team are planned in 2 weeks. 

Repair works of two cruise ships in France have
been completed. The teams of UAB GLOBALITA
and UAB UOLUS participated in the projects
which started in January.



PROJECTS
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Dock repair
in Denmark

Production drawings and design work took
about 1.5 months. All constructions are
currently being delivered to the customer
in Assens, Denmark. The team of UAB
UOLUS has already started the
preparation works for the assembly and
welding of onboard blocks at the quay.
Next step - the dismantling of the old
structures and the installation of 
the new ones.

The Assens floating dock repair project is
halfway through. Production of structures has
been completed, remain installation works.
The project began in early February when
SIPRO engineers did their homework during a
business trip to Denmark. Thanks to
professional work, the project was entrusted
not only to UAB SIGMARIS PROJECTS for the
assembly of metal structures (manufacture
was performed by UAB SIFAB), but also to
UAB UOLUS, which is responsible for
installation works.



PROJECTS
UAB UOLUS professionals have started
the installation of ramp extensions in
Karslhamn, Sweden. UAB SIGMARIS
PROJECTS took care of the production of
constructions. The start of work, as the
customer requested, has been postponed
for a month, but is currently in full swing
and is expected to be completed within
next week.
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Ramp
extensions
for the port
of Karlshamn
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PROJECTS
This summer, UAB GLISERIS will be
attending the exclusive exhibition
BOAT AND HOUSE SHOW 2021. The
first time event will be held in Svencele,
Lithuania. Two models, the GS99 and
GS63 hardtop, will become part of the
exhibition and will represent the
uniqueness and quality of 
aluminum boats.

GLISERIS
attending the
exhibition
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